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An amazing story! Lucy's Amazing Friend was a great read for my 6 y/o daughter and I. How does it
happen? She has Selective Mutism this means she cannot speak using social circumstances, like at school.
The moment I read the first few web pages about how exactly Lucy says hi to a kid on the playground
and he did not respond, it simply reminded me of how my daughter is at school and I needed her to
discover that she actually is not weird, slightly different. I needed her to also find that we now have good
kids out now there who will still play with her, also if she can't speak. The illustrations are bright and
colourful and my daughter loved them. If you or someone you understand has a kid with Autism or
anything along that spectrum, this is a good book to have them read or go through to them.! Her
publication places diversity into perspective and makes inclusiveness the right and not a need... I
extremely suggest it for everyone! They instantly started asking questions about Daniel and thoughts he
might have going on in his mind's eye. This book gave our kids a reference stage for something they
weren't acquainted with. Seeing factors from a child's perspective is an excellent tool for kids, it calms
their fear of befriending someone that sees the globe differently than they do, and encourages them to
talk to questions when they need help navigating new situations.! The imagery is as entertaining because
the story. It gives ideas for how kids can include others that aren't exactly the same as them and how
exactly to end up being empathetic. It addresses this issue on inclusivity from a child's perspective while
being entertaining. This book may be the perfect introduction to children regarding their peers being
"different" the ... This was a great story. I strongly recommend every parent to read this book with their
children. Great Story of Autism and How exactly to Prosper Stephanie Workman, writer of the reserve
"Lucy's Amazing Friends," writes an excellent publication about autism...its little steps like this that could
resolve a much bigger problem like bullying and also worse! We first got it to greatly help educate him on
how his little brother (three years old and identified as having Autism) is different and particular. Kudos
Stephanie Workman for putting it in such a simple form that every kid can understand! I am definitely
glad I ran across this book!! Lucy's Amazing Friend A sensitive, timely, educational publication for all
ages. I've read this publication and recommend it to everyone I purchased this publication after her hubby
Tim talked about how it introduces kids plus some adults to the world of autism. She actually is just
learning to read and she actually is also battling a condition that's on the Autism spectrum. Read this
exciting story to find out!Stephanie Workman's initial published children's reserve is a gem! It has turned
into a bedtime favorite. The primary male character got autism but that didnt prevent a woman in his class
lucy from acquiring buddies with him.! It has turned into a bedtime favorite. Autism must be better
comprehended by the populace, which book does an excellent job of portraying a boy who's befriended
by his classmates. I have read this publication and recommend it to everyone! The illustrations are perfect
for a child's point of view. This book may be the perfect introduction to children regarding their peers
being "different" the writer really captures how it could be for a child with Autism. I believe it can help
many children . I recommend this book for each and every child's library Teaches acceptance of others
regardless of what differences they have This is an incredible book teaching children acceptance of others
and finding out that everybody has their own gift no matter what their differences are! this is a beautifully
written story! This was a great story. I believe it will help many kids to unstained there are other children
with problems and to make them feel welcomed Well illustrated Sweet It was a wonderful book showing
how the smallest little bit of kindness can impact others. Our five year older loves it!. It can help to
highlight the challenges and the strengths in the life span of an autistic child. We bought Lucy's amazing
friend for our 3 children (boy age 11 and . The book helps the reader to understand that we are all
different, and while those differences, at times can be challenging, they also make us each particular,
unique, creative, and innovative. I strongly recommend this book for children, teachers, librarians, and
anybody that offers or works with children. Great story I loved the illustrations and the honesty of the
publication. Workman knows how to place the reader ideal in the world of Lucy and her amazing friends.



I highly recommend it. I examine it to my third grade class to teach them acceptance and appreciation of
those with differences. Highly recommended This is an excellent book. Awesome book! My
granddaughter received this reserve as a gift;. We bought Lucy's amazing friend for our three children
(boy age 11 and twin girls age group 6). Teaches acceptance regardless of their differences This is an
amazing book teaching children acceptance of others and learning that everybody has their own gift no
matter what their differences are! Great message and story for all kids This book is quite innovative. It
increases awareness not merely about autism but about humanity and kindness!.! It raises awareness not
only about autism but about humanity and kindness! I highly recommend this book for every child's
library
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